We don‘t juggle too many balls
at once. We rather celebrate
a new kind of mobility.

Enterprise Mobility:
Greater freedom - to achieve more.

The requirement: mobility.

The challenge: greater freedom.

The objective: to achieve more.

Organizations across industries are under pressure:

Eliminating spatial boundaries is what this is all

EASY SPIRIT ensures enterprise mobility is a

they have to offer their customers maximum

about. It’s about mobilizing people, tasks, and

snap. Using a wide variety of business apps for any

experience while working profitably and efficiently.

organizations to enable employees to be involved

conceivable process, organizations ensure greater

That’s why your employees in Sales, Accounting,

in business processes while they’re traveling.

efficiency because mobile solutions also integrate

Marketing, Service, and Logistics need modern IT

Enterprise mobility is in the best interest of

colleagues while they are on business travels.

equipment. People need IT technology that extends

organizations because customers no longer

Delays in internal decision-making tasks, or

beyond the office desk, giving them the freedom to

accept long processing times.

triggering a workflow too late owing to out-of-

work when and where they want.

office times of individual employees are a thing
Today, data can be transferred in real time, from

of the past. Process delivery works better and

Mobile applications are the solution. Business

anywhere – the apps on our smartphones are

more trouble-free at the intersections between

apps that grant access to any business process

proof of this every day. Being capable of saving

departments.

and any piece of information, provided the user has

documents and customer-related information in

the corresponding permission. Simple and easy to

a central location and distributing it gives you a

As a result, all this means increasing efficiency.

use – regardless of how versatile the background

competitive edge. What better way to achieve this

Your organization’s productivity is improving, and

IT architecture is or how complex the process

than to work in the business sector using the smart

collaboration within your organization is optimized.

might be. Regardless of location and time, across

tools that have long been established in the world

Cost-savings, more satisfied employees and, last

platforms and devices.

of consumers? Apps have the potential to ensure

but not least, satisfied customers are also great

greater mobility and simplicity in the business

benefits.

sector – even more so by using EASY SPIRIT.

EASY SPIRIT:
Your Business while you travel.

THE SOLUTION: EASY SPIRIT
Implementing enterprise mobility doesn’t need to be difficult. Not even when

For this, the SPIRIT2Design development platform provides, for example,

your corporate structures are complex. Because with EASY SPIRIT, EASY provides

connectors to a wide range of systems. This allows for especially fast,

a standardized development platform for mobile apps, supporting value core

bidirectional data transfer. You can synchronize data between your headquarters,

processes.

site, and mobile employees in real time – and your data is always available and up
to date, anywhere.

EASY SPIRIT
integrates business processes across platforms and devices into

Even already existing business apps can be mobilized using SPIRIT2Design –

a single business app.

because the development platform provides the solutions and interfaces

the app can integrate with ERP systems or other systems, for example.

you need. And if you need a customized app for your system and process

ensures 24-hour-access to company resources, regardless of location

environment, the SPIRIT platform allows you to develop an executable and

and device.

fully embeddable app within the shortest time – including interfaces, hosting

significantly shortens development and integration time for business apps.

and support.
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EASY SPIRIT2Design:
A single kit –
unlimited capabilities

DETAILS
Imagine your ERP did not have, for example, any interfaces for mobile devices
and mobile operating systems. Or it used a WebService as an interface. In that
case, you had to take the role of translator, trying to teach ERP, WebService and
app a common language. Integrating logics only worked at app level. Each mobile
device required its own logic. The same was true of your data model. You also
had to adjust it to fit any device. Now you can forget about all that. Stop worrying
about how to efficiently manage all this repetitive work, because you no longer
have to. All you need is a single solution: EASY SPIRIT2Design.
EASY SPIRIT2Design allows you to configure, operate, and maintain all of these
functions in a central platform – and integrate them quickly and efficiently for
any mobile device using SDKs. You only need to define the logic once. That’s it.
Your data is automatically app-capable and communication between the app and
ERP works trouble-free. And if you do make changes to data deployment for the
app, you only need to do so on your central EASY SPIRIT platform. You don’t need
to access your app or your device to do so. So the EASY SPIRIT Suite not only
enables you to travel faster with your mobile device – operations and redesign
are also much more agile and can be implemented four times faster. The mobile
world is always on the move. EASY lets you keep up with it.

EASY SPIRIT2Design module overview

Best Practice EASY SPIRIT:
Goodbye to complexity!

USE CASES – BEST PRACTICE EASY SPIRIT
Good maintenance pays off!

vacation schedule at a glance, and can approve the request from a mobile device.

Maintenance of technical facilities is rarely efficient. Communicating with HQ via

This helps with optimal resource planning. Integrated push notifications give both

telephone, missing parts, paper-based orders and logs – all this thwarts both

employees and supervisors an ideal overview at all times. This means less work

back-office staff and sales representatives unless you do what a German heating

for everyone, with significantly increased transparency.

manufacturer recently did: they selected a service and maintenance app based on
EASY SPIRIT. It distributes maintenance jobs; it is used as a communication hub,

A class of its own!

logging all processes and synchronizing the data with the corporate systems. The

Thanks to EASY SPIRIT and a digital class register, there’s a new spirit taking

result: easing the back-office load and increasing service efficiency and quality.

hold in the classrooms of language schools with global operations: teachers

What more would you want?

had never before been able to document their lessons and attendance faster
and more transparently than through their own EASY SPIRIT app. In this way,

Giving paper a break!

EASY SPIRIT creates more freedom for interaction with students and maximum

EASY vacation management puts you in vacation mood. With an app based on

knowledge transfer.

the EASY SPIRIT Suite, EASY employees can submit their vacation requests
anywhere, anytime. Supervisors synchronize the data in the app with the team’s

App development
on the highest level.
Four times faster!

AT A GLANCE
Advantages

LOW
INVESTMENT COSTS

You’ll improve your added value and efficiency – using faster processes
and increased transparency.
You’ll benefit from improved cost efficiency, security, and quality.
You’ll allow your employees to work more independently.
Your customers and workers will be more satisfied.
You’ll improve your image by using modern technologies.

HIGHEST
QUALITY

Your apps will be quickly executable, communicating with your central

SATISFIED
CUSTOMERS

applications in real time, thanks to software development kits and standard
connectors.
You’ll improve your data quality, data management, and data availability.
You’ll benefit from low investment costs – thanks to a unique development

platform and less expensive ongoing developments.

SAFEST CLOUD
TECHNOLOGY

FAST
DEVELOPMENT

GREATER
EFFICIENCY

You’ll use the safest cloud technology, either in your data center or the

EASY data center.
SATISFIED
EMPLOYEES

SUBSIDIARY COMPANIES
Germany

Turkey

EASY SOFTWARE Deutschland GmbH

EASY SOFTWARE TÜRKiYE. LTD. ŞTI.

Wöhlerstr. 8-10 | 60323 Frankfurt, Germany

Cumhuriyet Cad. Onarımlı Sk. No:9 / 6 | Kavacık İstanbul

+49 208 450160

+90 216 53774 50

info@easy.de | easy.de

info@easy.de | easy.de

Austria

USA

EASY SOFTWARE GmbH

EASY SOFTWARE INC.

Mauermannstraße 8 | A-5023 Salzburg

102 Pickering Way, Suite 503 | Exton, PA 19341, USA

+43 662 461546

+1 610 2409260

office@easy-austria.at | easy-austria.at

sales@easysoftware.us | easysoftware.us

Great Britain

EASY SOFTWARE (UK) PLC.
Reflection House, The Anderson Centre, Olding Road,
Bury St. Edmunds | Suffolk, IP33 3TA, UK
+44 1284 727870
info@easysoftware.co.uk | easysoftware.co.uk

EASY SOFTWARE AG
Am Hauptbahnhof 4 | 45468 Mülheim a. d. Ruhr
Germany
Phone: +49 208 450160 | Fax: +49 208 4 501690
E-Mail: info@easy.de | Web: www.easy.de

